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Meet the Team!
Team Without a Cool Acronym or T.W.C.A. for short is a 2nd year FTC team
organized with Washington County 4H in Hurricane, Utah. FIRST experience on
our team ranges from 6-year veterans to 1st-year newbies. Our team was
originally founded by team captain Katelyn
and her (now alumni)
sister Jocelyn after competing for a year as 9761 PrestidigiTaters. They
saw the need to start a new FTC team in their community and branched off
from their original team. This made FTC accessible to 7 students that
otherwise would have not had access to the program.
A unique thing about our team is that it is based on the
animated television show Phineas and Ferb. The show is
about above-average inventive children, (brilliant with
mechanical engineering)... and their pet (secret agent)
platypus. Our team has had personal contact with the
creators of Phineas and Ferb, Dan Povenmire and Jeff
“Swampy” Marsh (monogram on the left photo) through both
Instagram direct messages and e-mail. They are both
extremely supportive of our team and have
mentioned/shared our team with their combined 60,000
followers
Swampy Marsh has offered to create a team caricature for
us this season where he will draw us in the style of his
Phineas and Ferb characters. We are hoping to have this
soon to share with everyone!
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About our Members:
Katelyn

Brooklynn

Gerrod

Alex

Captain - Founder
6 years in FIRST
Mechanical
Engineering

Co-captain
Rookie
Engineering
Notebook/Driver

4 years in FIRST
Programming/Driver

2 years in FIRST
CAD/Mechanical
Engineering/Drive
Coach

Calvin

Madi

Teslyn

Perry the Platyborg

5 years in FIRST
3D
Printing/Assistant
Build

Rookie
Assistant
Build/Outreach

FTC Rookie/3 years
FIRST
Graphic
Design/Outreach

Rookie (3 months
old)
Robot

Mentors:
Our coaches and mentors take a fairly hands-off approach to our team. They
are always available if we need help, but they really like to make us sweat
it out first. This approach is actually very nice because it allows us to
explore, create and sometimes fail on our own. We learn much more this way
than having someone just do it for us.
Amy
Jared
James

- Head Coach
- Assistant Coach
- Mentor (Ram Company)

Jocelyn
Hannah
Tech)

- Mentor/Alumni (SUU)
- Mentor/Alumni (Dixie
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T.W.C.A. Mission Statement:
The mission of our team is to learn new skills, grow friendships, form
partnerships with our local tech community, and gain experience. The team
members of T.W.C.A strive to expand FIRST in our community through volunteer
and outreach events. As a team, we will grow together as we learn new things
and push ourselves out of our comfort zones. We will work hard to receive an
understanding of science and technology.

Sponsorships and Funding:
Because this is our second season, we had already
created some great sponsorship bonds. We contacted
local companies who were eager to either support us
for a second year or become a new sponsor. We even
had companies like Zonos and RAM Company contact us.
We started the season off with grants from USU
Extension 4H, Southern Utah University, and Weber
State University. We also received a grant from the
Department of Defense to cover registration. The
Hurricane Farmers Market also gave us space to fundraise by selling baked
goods and craft items. We also opened an Etsy store, where we sold several
hundred dollars worth of plush platypuses.
Total team income for the 2020-2021 season:

$7,417.30
Sponsors:
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Technological & Engineering Community Connections:
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

d.B Systems - Hallie Bonfonti & Jared Hummel. They are the manufacturer
of air navigation antennas in Hurricane Utah with contracts from the
Department of Defense. They help us with 3D printing, technical
consulting when needed and they loan/provide us with access to
machining equipment.
RAM Company - James Wigton is an engineer that has been assigned to
work with our team in a partnership we have made to grow tech in
Southern Utah. This is so youth in technical programs will have
somewhere to work when they finish school and won’t have to move
elsewhere to make a living. James is allotted 1 hour of paid work time
every other week to assist our team.
Witting Innovation - Daryl Zitting (Biomedical Engineer) and Brent
Weight (Mechanical Engineer) own this Medical Product Development
company in Hurricane, Utah. They emphasized the importance of drive
practice in conditions that were not optimal. They suggested placing
obstacles in the way that could simulate real competition conditions so
that we would be better prepared.
Paul Hill, Ed Larsen, Abbey Bean (USU Extension) - This trio has
provided us with funding and innovation equipment in the form of a
Glowforge laser cutter and Ultimaker 2+ 3D printer. They have provided
access to the 4H makerspace for any of our other needs and they
provided us with training so that we could make custom robot parts.
Cari Heizer - Outreach coordinator for DSU STEM usually helps us find
volunteer and outreach opportunities, but she was also crucial to
facilitate our connection with RAM Company. Cari also provides us with
technological resources on an as needed basis.
Laurel Dodgion - FIRST Events Manager for SUU assists our teams with
gaining access to funding and materials. She has donated building
materials such as the polycarbonate that is on our robot and
facilitated our connection with Metalcraft Technologies who donated
$200 worth aircraft-grade aluminum to our team. She, along with her
husband, also consult with us on how to best document our team in the
engineering notebook and portfolio.
Bret Frampton - A machinist and mechanical engineer 3X Industries
helped us work through ideas for our wobble goal system.

Sustainability Plan:
We actively recruit for our team through neighborhood friends, social media,
and outreach events. We have had several potential members attend team
meetings to see if FIRST is something that would interest them and are
hoping that some of them will decide to join our team in the future! We have
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also had several people contact us through our website, interested in our
team. Because we are organized with Washington County 4H, we are able to
recruit through their teen youth programs if the need arises. 4H also gives
us many opportunities to perform outreach at its many camps and clinics
which we plan to take full advantage of when our schedule opens up after the
2021 competition season.

Meet our Robot: Perry the Platyborg

This year, our competition robot is named Perry the Platyborg. When we were
introduced to the Ultimate Goal game, we talked about what we wanted to
accomplish in the robot games and then made a plan on how to achieve those
goals.

Game Strategy
Autonomous scoring we feel like is very important to this game. One of our
first goals was to purchase a web camera and research vision programs so
that we could correctly identify rings so that we would be able to move the
Wobble Goal to the correct square. We also made it a goal to be able to
preload and shoot 3 rings.
For our first qualifier, our goal was to have 5 autonomous programs, one for
moving forward and simply parking on the line, two for moving the wobble
goal to the correct square based on how many rings are on the field (one for
each side of the field), and another two for shooting at the Powershots and
parking on the line (one for each side of the field).
Our tele-op goals were to reliably pick up rings and consistently shoot into
the top goal. In the end game, our goal was to shoot at the power shots and
then put the wobble goals back in their original place. In the last hour, we
were able to get an arm working to lift our wobble goal, so we have amended
our goal to be able to lift the wobble goal over the wall in the endgame. If
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the wobble goal has tipped over, we will need to push it back to the start
line instead.
To detect the rings in our Wobble Goal autonomous programs, we are currently
using TensorFlow object detection. To make TensorFlow work, the entire
process of detecting the rings has been confined into one function. We
identify an object at the beginning of the function, and once that object is
identified our function will return an integer that can be used to determine
which square the Wobble Goal needs to be placed in. The function will first
activate TensorFlow and begin scanning for objects. Once an object has been
detected, if the object fits the parameters of a stack of four rings or 1
single ring, the function will return 1 or 4 accordingly. If no stack of
rings is detected, the function will return 0. The returned value is then
put into a switch function that will choose a path to the correct square
based on the stack of rings.
For all of our autonomous programs, we use a set of three odometry pods to
track our distance with encoders. We have two odometry pods mounted
perpendicular to each other to measure distance in all four directions, and
a third pod used for tracking the robot’s rotation. More details about the
equations and algorithms we used for our odometry system can be found on our
Control Award sheet and in our Engineering Notebook.
Blue Powershot

Red Powershot

Blue Wobble Goal

Red Wobble Goal

Park on the line

Building and Design Strategy:
After brainstorming the scoring options of the game, We decided to give the
electronic components to Gerrod for programming while we designed and built
the robot chassis. This is because we had decided on using a webcam vision
system AND odometry navigation using encoders which were both something new
to our team.
While Gerrod worked on programming, Katelyn worked on CAD ideas for a
chassis design that would have plenty of room in the middle for the mounting
of an intake and shooting mechanism AND room for custom odometry pods. These
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ideas began as sketches which made their way into Autodesk Inventor. By the
time we finished building the main part of the robot the hardest parts of
the programming had been figured out and made the processes of programming
the robot a lot faster & easier.
(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 1) - This first idea played with the dimensions and an idea
for top mounting motors to make room for odometry pods in between the wheels.

(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 2) - Redesigned spoke pattern for motor mounts.
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(Chassis Wheel Guard Design Version 3) - After a prototype was laser cut, we updated the design
with a thicker spoke pattern for better support, added more mounting holes so that we could
mount the left wheel assembly to the right wheel assembly, and added team numbers.

Innovative Custom Odometry Pod Build:
Originally we were going to go with a premade odometry design by
Wizards.exe. We ran into a problem of not having all the materials
available, so we decided to use money from a REV Sponsorship to buy 3
dead-wheel encoders. Because of this choice, we ended up needing to innovate
from scratch our own odometry pod. Like the chassis, we started this with a
sketch and then transferred the idea into CAD for a custom 3D printed piece.
You may have noticed that we are only using one omni wheel for our odometry
pod instead of the usual 2 that most teams use. Because we are using a 60mm
omni wheel instead of the normally used 38mm omni, we realized that the
black roller surface was always touching the field with the single wheel.
After testing, we confirmed that one 60mm omni works just as well as two
38mm omnis, which saved us some space in our design.
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Build:

Because we switched to a Control Hub system, we needed to purchase a webcam
for visual recognition. This required us to figure out how to mount the
webcam to the robot in a way that would be secure and protected. For this
purpose, we innovated this custom mount.

Ring Intake System Build:
The ring intake has been our biggest struggle. We are currently on version 5
of our ring intake and are finally getting rings to travel into the robot
without too much of a struggle. For this build, we didn’t use sketches or
CAD, but a more hands-on building approach with materials we had on hand.
The design calls for several rows of intake wheels and slip belts to move
rings up a smooth ramp. We have created ramps out of different materials
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including cardboard, corrugated plastic, polycarbonate, and sheet metal. The
sheet metal has been our best material because its thinness has allowed the
rings to be scooped into the intake. Our current ramp is a combination of
sheet metal and polycarbonate which effectively does its job of guiding the
rings to the shooter and gives us a cool view of the wiring.
Ring Shooting System Build:
This design has been a combined effort of hands-on build and CAD design.
Katelyn put together a prototype first and then mounted it to our robot for
space fitting.

We created a CAD version of our flywheel assembly so that we could create a
custom 3D printed ring holder (for storing 3 rings while we prepared to
shoot). We then proceeded 6 different versions of the ring holder, improving
its functionality each time.
CAD mockup of flywheel
assembly

Ring Holder V1

Ring Holder V2

Ring Holder V3

Ring Holder V4

Ring Holder V5

Ring Holder V6

Ring Holder V7

In Progress

Version 7 of our ring holder does not exist in the form of a 3D printed
piece. We struggled to get our ring intake working well, but it all came
together at the very end (like it usually does). Because of the placement of
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the ramp, we didn’t have enough time before the West High Qualifier to
redesign, fit and test a new ring holder. For this reason, we have
temporarily defaulted to transferring rings to the bare bones flywheel
assembly with a few standoffs to hold 3 rings at starting position. Two
rings sit in position on the ramp with a third on the top out of position.
When the first ring is launched, the rings both move down in a position to
be ready for the next shot. During game play, the robot can hold 2 rings on
the flywheel assembly and a 3rd in queue on the intake ramp.
Empty flywheel assembly

Starting position with 3 rings

Gameplay with 2 rings loaded
and one in intake

Wobble Goal System Build:
Our quick reaction was to just make something that could grip the wobble
goal (to keep it from falling over) while we moved it to the correct square.
They are very wobbly and do not like to simply be pushed. We quickly built a
“claw” system that had 2 pieces of structure clamp together to support the
wobble goal and prevent it from falling over while it slid across the field:
After spending some more time contemplating ideas, we decided to go ahead
and go for actually lifting the wobble goal so that we could place it over
the wall in the endgame. This was motivated by our struggles with
consistently intaking and shooting rings and we needed to make up points
somewhere. We innovated a custom geared grip that could easily grasp an
upright wobble goal.
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In the end game, the wobble goal
arm is able to rotate 180 degrees
out of it’s starting position to
grab an upright wobble goal. We
can then lift the wobble goal over
the perimeter wall and drop it on
the other side.

Motivating & Volunteering with our Community:

Total Outreach/Volunteer Hours: 1,008
Estimation of People Impacted: 14,200+
FTC Team & Program Delivery Partner Coopertition Partnerships:
●

10373 HHS Black-ops

●

10624 TNT (Terribably Nice Team)

●

12351 Nuclear Minds

●

17282 Cotton Candy Crew

●

16896 Black Forest Robotics

●

Nevada FTC - (PDP)

●

Utah FTC - (PDP - Remote Inspection Procedure Development)

FLL Explore Teams Mentored:
●

Fantastic Dragons (mini dragons)

FLL Challenge Teams Mentored:
●

奇⻰战队

Fantastic Dragons (2020 & 2021 Utah Champions Award)

●

LEGO X

●

Men of Mandalore

●

LEGO Girls

●

M.A.C.E.

●

LEGO Masters

●

Second Wind (Taiwan)

Fantastic Dragons, Champions
Award Winners 2020 & 2021

5 teams we mentored from Coral
Canyon Elementary

A team that Teslyn mentors from
Taiwan.
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Despite setbacks from Covid-19, we were able to perform over 1,000 outreach
hours impacting an estimated 14,000 people! This included the mentorship of
6 in-person Lego League teams and one remote mentorship of a team from
Taiwan. Our main LEGO League team, the Fantastic Dragons, has won the
Utah-South Champions Award twice!
In addition to mentoring these teams, we volunteered as referees at the
official Dixie State University Qualifier and Utah-South Championship. We
also helped set-up both events as well as take down both events. To help
Coral Canyon elementary decide which teams to take to the qualifier (they
could only take 3), We organized a scrimmage at their school where we
refereed robot games for them and also judged their projects using the
official FIRST LEGO League rubrics.
For FIRST Tech Challenge, we assisted Ken Keen in developing the remote
inspection protocol by following his instructions, developing a self
inspection video and then giving feedback on the process along with any
recommendations.
In early 2020, we started the season with many outreach opportunities lined
up. One of these included the DSU Trailblazer Nation Spring Bash at Dixie
State University where we were to set up our robot and host an activity
where the public could drive our robot in an attempt to collect the most
Easter Eggs. A second event was a film project that we were invited to be a
part of for the Cedar City hospital highlighting Laurel Dodgion. As you may
guess, these events were cancelled because of COVID restrictions and we were
left scrambling to find a new way to perform outreach in the world of Covid.
The first project we came up with was to create a public Facebook group
specifically for FIRST teams in Southern Utah.
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The description of the page reads:
“This page was created by FIRST Tech Challenge team 16091 T.W.C.A.
(Team Without a Cool Acronym) as a community outreach project. During our
first season, we realized that many people were interested in the FIRST
programs, but didn't know where to find information. We did the best we
could to direct those interested to firstinspires.org and encouraged them to
start their own teams. We, however, felt that there was still support to be
offered to help get those interested in starting new teams on their feet.
We have found a range of needs from existing teams looking for new members,
to individuals looking for teams with open spaces, to adults wanting to
start new neighborhood teams but not knowing how to start!
We hope this will be a place for both adults and children interested in
FIRST Robotics programs to find a team, a place to help existing teams find
new members, or a place to find mentorship and support during your season.”
During this time we also maintained our Instagram page and website to
connect with teams from all over the world experiencing the same challenges
as us and sharing ideas with them.

One of our favorite outreach events was working a space donated to us at the
Washington County Fair! At this point we were just excited to have an event
that we could participate in. We decided on making a robot maze that
visitors could drive through using our outreach robot. We thought this would
be a good idea for a hands on activity because it was an easy setup for us
to sanitize the remote between each driver.
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To set up the maze, we used materials from last season’s Skystone field kit
and charged $1 for people to run the robot through. We timed the runs and
the fastest run won a stuffed platypus that we had made. Because of Covid,
there wasn’t as much traffic as there usually is, but we were able to raise
a couple of hundred dollars for our team and talk to a lot of people about
FIRST and its programs.
Other outreach events not mentioned include:
●
●
●

SciencePalooza - St George Recreation
Hurricane Farmer’s Market
Utah FTC Kickoff

●
●
●

Code Camp/24 Hour Twitch Feed
SUU Build Day/Symposium
Virtual Meet with Nuclear Minds

Please enjoy these highlights from our 2020-2021 season

